
Developing a Kingdom Mindset 

 

Matthew 6:33  (NKJV) 

But seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to 

you. 

 

 

Intro. 

This morning I want to wrap up this series along with sharing some observations. … Over the 

past several months I preached on Kingdom Finances and Developing a Kingdom Mindset - 

Right? … As a matter of fact, if I am not mistaken - I have been preaching on Kingdom for at 

least two years if not longer. 

 

I will share my observation in the form of a question … “Why are there still folk struggling 

with these concepts / principles of the Kingdom”? … I have observed people’s reactions to 

Kingdom principles taking these various forms. 

 

1. Unbelief - - There are folk who still do not accept or will receive the concept / principles of 

the Kingdom. … I had someone tell me that they do not believe the kingdom shows up until 

Jesus returns 

Luke 17:21  (NKJV)    nor will they say, ‘See here!’ or ‘See there!’ For indeed, the kingdom of 

God is within you.” 

 

2. Application - - There are some who still will not implement kingdom principles in their life 

… Or they do for a short period of time and then revert back to old habits 

James 1:21-22  (AMP)   21 So get rid of all uncleanness and all that remains of wickedness, and 

with a humble spirit receive the word [of God] which is implanted [actually rooted in your 

heart], which is able to save your souls. … 22 But prove yourselves doers of the word [actively 

and continually obeying God’s precepts], and not merely listeners [who hear the word but fail to 

internalize its meaning], deluding yourselves [by unsound reasoning contrary to the truth]. 



 

3. Removal - - Some have decided to leave the fellowship of DCC 

1 John 2:19  (AMP)   19 They went out from us [seeming at first to be Christians], but they 

were not really of us [because they were not truly born again and spiritually transformed]; for if 

they had been of us, they would have remained with us; but they went out [teaching false 

doctrine], so that it would be clearly shown that none of them are of us. 

 

 

Key Principles in order to Transform your Thinking 

HUMILITY 

James 4:10 (AMP) 

Humble yourselves [with an attitude of repentance and insignificance] in the presence of the 

Lord, and He will exalt you [He will lift you up, He will give you purpose] 

 

We have been taught that “humility” is a sign of weakness or defeat … Actually, from a 

kingdom perspective humility is a display of total confidence and great power. 

Numbers 12:3  (AMP)   Now the man Moses was very humble (gentle, kind, devoid of self-

righteousness), more than any man who was on the face of the earth. 

A humble man understands his limitations, yet those limitations do not make him feel 

incomplete nor inadequate … He is at complete peace because he has surrendered his life to his 

Lord … His trust in his Lord makes surrender a safe and comfortable place thus allowing him to 

walk in humility 

 

AVOID PRIDE and HAUGHTINESS 

Proverbs 16:18 (NKJV) 

Pride goes before destruction, And a haughty spirit before a fall. 

Haughtiness and pride want to hold you in a place of unbelief, causing you to cling to your 

perspective of religion rather than submitting to God’s will and purpose He calls Kingdom  

(“Your kingdom come - Your will be done - On earth as it is in heaven”) … These spirits want 

you to falsely believe they know what is best for you. … Their goal is to create fear in your soul 



which will cause you to become blinded to God’s best. … This blindness will plunge you into a 

cycle of insecurity, lack and defeat … People caught in this cycle fail to realize they are truly 

causing their own problems. 

 

This haughtiness and pride which results in blindness will only allow you to see life from your 

life experiences / perspective along with keeping you blinded from the possibilities of seeing 

life from God’s kingdom perspective. 

John 9:40-41  (NLT) 

Some Pharisees who were standing nearby heard him and asked, … “Are you saying we’re 

blind?” … 41 “If you were blind, you wouldn’t be guilty,” Jesus replied. “But you remain guilty 

(in sin) because you claim you can see. 

 

Proverbs 16:25 (EXB) 

Some people think they are doing right [There is a path that is straight before a person / seems 

right to a man], but in the end it leads [is the path] to death. 

Some people are so bent on defending their opinions or believing they are doing right that they 

never dare to challenge those opinions themselves 

 

 

 

REPENT and BELIEVE 

Mark 1:14-15 Amplified Bible (AMP) 

14 Now after John [the Baptist] was arrested and taken into custody, Jesus went to Galilee, 

preaching the good news of [the kingdom of] God, … 15 and saying, “The [appointed period 

of] time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand; …  repent [change your inner self - 

your old way of thinking, … regret past sins, … live your life in a way that proves repentance; 

… seek God’s purpose for your life] … and believe [with a deep, abiding trust] in the good 

news [regarding salvation].” 

 



Repent 

To change your mind … To think differently 

 

Jim Richards Quote 

Repentance does not qualify us for the promises. … Rather, repentance facilitates our ability to 

see what we have never before seen! … Repentance opens our heart to new options and new 

understanding. … The word repent simply means “a change of mind,” or to think differently. … 

In order for us to see what we need to see, we have to be freed from the limited opinions that 

shape our perception. … It is our opinions that we must surrender. … Even when we do not 

know what the proper belief or point of view should be, we should always live in a mind-set 

that is ready to surrender our opinion to God’s opinion.  

 

At first glance this seems as if it would breed instability. … After all, if we are committed 

to what we believe, how could we easily surrender it to a new thought or idea? … In the 

paradox of life, we must find that place where we are fully committed to our beliefs but ready to 

surrender them to the view and opinion of God. … This can happen only when Jesus Himself is 

our source of safety. … The humble heart is fully committed to God and His Word, yet fully 

flexible in adjusting his understanding of that Word. 

 

Too often our doctrine serves as a wall to isolate us from God instead of a bridge to lead us to 

God. … Doctrine produces dogma; - relationship produces stability. … When our confidence is 

in our doctrine, we have a sense of safety only when our doctrine is protected. …  {This is why 

we want to hang out with folk that believe like we do - we feel safe because our trust in God is 

really based in our doctrine and not in relationship}  … When our sense of well-being emerges 

from our relationship with Jesus, our doctrine can be challenged without it affecting our sense 

of wholeness. 

 

Four Components of Repentance 

Change your inner self by getting rid of your old way of thinking 

Regret past sins - there needs to be some godly sorrow 



Demonstrate fruits of repentance 

Seek God’s purpose and will for your life 

 

Believe 

Have a deep abiding trust in the Gospel of the Kingdom 

 

 

Conclusion 

Let’s get quiet before the Lord … Let’s invite the spirit of wisdom to come upon us along with 

the spirit of revelation … “Holy Spirit, this morning will you speak to my heart … Will You 

fully instruct me in the concepts / precepts and ways of the kingdom … I humble myself before 

You Lord … I repent of my opinions, perceptions, and beliefs that do not line up with Your 

kingdom … I believe Your kingdom has come and Your will - will be done on earth as it is in 

heaven … Lord, transform my mind now as I present myself to You as a living sacrifice … I 

choose to take off the old man and put on the new - - In Jesus name … Amen” 


